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Abstract: As software engineering moves into its fourth decade, system software suffers from many of the strengths and some of the frailties that are experienced by humans. Software engineering approaches its midlife with many accomplishments already achieved, but with significant work yet to do. Aspect-oriented models have shown to be an effective means of capturing and communicating system software design. However, there are more models than software design models: We believe that aspect oriented models work for system software development on several aspects. In this paper, we explore what we have come to understand as crucial aspects of an extensible and adaptable model for system software. We present an extensible and adaptable model in which system software is decomposed into a set of architectural abstractions. A design pattern is described that supports the separation of concerns among the components of the abstractions. The proposed model provides a formal methodology for the architectural design and specification of system software.
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1 Introduction

One of the major characteristics of the system software is to continuous need and demand for faster adaptability and extensibility. Adaptable system software is system software that can be adapted with respect to the environment that will need to perform. Extensible system software is system software that can be extended with respect to the new features or requirements that will add in system software. Most software defects and deterioration are caused by changes in software [1]. Generally, these changes cannot be avoided. Such changes are often the result of the system software evolution and changes in the underlying requirements of system software to meet these evolving needs. Certain refinements can be applied to traditional object-oriented analysis and design techniques. However, such refinements must not complicate. Simplicity is considered an important characteristic of a good model. To demonstrate the simplicity and practicality of the adaptable and extensible model, we apply it to a study of benchmark problems in system software design and implementation such as producer/consumer problems.

System software consists of separating multiple concerns crosscutting many components of the system. Systems are notorious of many crosscutting concerns such as synchronization, scheduling, fault tolerance, logging, and etc. We refer to these crosscutting concerns as system properties. System properties are aspetual. By supporting separation of concerns in the system software, we can provide a number of benefits such as easy to comprehension, reusability, extensibility, and adaptability for system software. In both the design and implementation of system software, the system designer has to consider how a number of system properties can be captured, and how a separation of concerns [5] will be addressed. Functional decomposition has so far been used as well as achieved along two dimensions - based on the components and layering paradigm. In object-oriented programming, these dimensions are layers and components; included methods, objects and classes. Current programming languages and techniques have been supportive to functional decomposition. However, languages are specific domain. Furthermore; system software design has also been aligned with traditional functional decomposition techniques. No functional decomposition technique has yet managed to address a complete separation of concerns. Object-oriented programming seems to work well only if the problem can be described with relatively simple interfaces among objects. Unfortunately, this is not the case when we move from sequential programming to concurrent and distributed programming. As distributed systems become larger, the interaction of their components is becoming more complex. This interaction may limit reuse, make it difficult to validate the design and correctness of system software, and thus force reengineering of these systems either to meet new requirements or to improve the system. Certain system properties of the system do not localize well. They tend to crosscut groups of components or services (functions or methods) in the system. System properties tangle in components or services making the system difficult to adapt and extend. Changing needs to understand and correctly identify both system properties and core services of components. It is tightly couple design and implementation between components and system
properties. In this paper we focus on adaptability and extensibility by proposing an adaptable and extensible model that is the basis of a framework for the system software development. This adaptable and extensible model, using the aspect-oriented techniques [3 and 4], provides a declarative way of developing, handling, and characterizing adaptable and extensible system software and represents a novel attempt to decompose and compose the system properties and components.

2 The Architecture

In this section we briefly describe the framework [6 and 7]. We have designed the framework in order to support the development and deployment of adaptable and extensible system software. Figure 1 shows the overall framework architecture, which is composed of the following components:

![Fig. 1 The Framework Architecture](image)

Our framework is based on aspect-orientation, which is a three-dimensional system design consisting of components, aspects, and layers. Components consist of the modules that provide the basic functionality of the system such as the file system, communication, and process management, etc. Aspects are crosscutting system properties, and they can be a fault tolerance, synchronization, and scheduling, naming, etc. Layers consist of the components and system properties. In general, lower layers deal with a far shorter time scale. The lower the layer, the closer it is to the hardware. The higher layer deals with interaction with the user.

By adding the aspect dimension to a two-dimensional model, system properties and functional components are separated from each other in every layer. It makes the system software design and implementation more modular, but makes it loosely coupled. Each layer has well-defined functionalities, system properties, and input-output interfaces with the two adjacent layers. Each layer can be designed, implemented, and tested independently. The upper layer can reuse the layer beneath without knowing how the lower aspects or components are implemented. The upper layer does not have to build own system property components from scratch. However, new aspectual property components can be added to a layer without interfering with system property components or functional components in the layer underneath. It gives the system software easier extensibility and adaptability. Adding new system property components, which are orthogonal, requires no changes in functional components or system property components in other layers. Modifying a system property component needs no changes in system property components in the other layers. With current growth and rapid change, in technology and the features of system software, this architecture allows both functional components and system property components to be added into the system software more easily. The three-dimensional model makes it possible to manage both system property components and functional components in each layer.

By isolating the different system property of each component, we can separate functional components, system properties, and layers from each other (components from each other, system properties from each other, layers from each other, functional components from system properties, functional components in each layer, and system property in each layer). It would thus be possible to abstract and compose them to produce the overall system. This would result in the clarification of interaction and increased understanding of system properties of each functional component in the system. A high level of abstraction is easier to understand. Further, the reusability achieved by the higher level can use the lower level of the implementation not only to promote extensibility and refinement, but also to reduce cost and time in system development. A change in the implementation at a lower level would not result in a change at the higher level if the interface level has not been changed. Thus the design can achieve stability, consistency, and separation of concerns as well. A system property may have multiple domains. Some system properties (scheduling, synchronization, naming, and fault tolerance, e.g.) are scattered among many components in the system with varying policies, different mechanisms, and possibly under different applications. To reduce the tangling of system properties in system software each system property can be considered and analyzed separately. For example, a system property of scheduling in file systems can be considered in different domains in each layer. This would separate policy from a system property of each layer. A system property interface would represent the general specifications needed to provide the abstraction. Further, a policy can be added or modified in each layer for each specific domain. This approach can support reusability to achieve adaptability.
3 The Framework

One way of structuring system software is to decompose it into layers. Each layer is decomposed into its components. This decomposition of the system design both horizontally and vertically helps to deal with the complexity and reusability of system software. The layered architectural design decomposes a system into a set of horizontal layers where each layer provides an additional level of abstraction over the next lower layer and provides an interface for using the abstraction it represents to a higher-level layer. Every layer is decomposed into system components and system properties. System components and system properties are separated from each other. Changing either system components or system aspectual properties does not affect the other. The advantage of this decomposition is that system software tends to be easy to understand, adapt, extend, and maintain. Each layer can be understood, adapt, extend, and maintained individually without affecting other layers. However, it may be bad for performance and traceability because of using lower layer components. Figure 2 presents an architectural view of the adaptable and extensible framework.

3.1 Level of Reuse

The framework supports both vertical and horizontal reusability. Reusable assets in the framework can be found in the vertical composition, where the upper neighbor layer can reuse a functional component or an aspectual property component from the lower layer. There are two levels of reuse in the aspect-oriented framework: Inter-layer reuse: reuse of functional components or aspectual property components from the lower layer, such as using an aspectual component derived from an abstract aspect. Intra-layer reuse: reuse of functional components or aspectual property components from the same layer, such as using an aspectual component to solve another problem. The aspect-oriented framework provides a better way to reuse both design and implementation code. Both inter and intra-layer reuse can be divided into three levels of reuse in the aspect-oriented framework as follows:

- Functional component: Reuse of functional component(s), such as reuse or redefinition of the functional component.
System property component: Reuse of an aspectual property component, such as reuse or redefinition of the aspectual property component.

Framework reuse: Reuse of a framework provides a set of classes that manifest as an abstract design and implementation for solutions to a set of related problems.

3.2 Characteristic of the Framework

The aspect-oriented framework supports both vertical and horizontal compositions. Functional and aspectual property components in the framework can be composed vertically or horizontally. In vertical composition, the upper layer can use the lower functional or aspectual property components from the lower layer. In horizontal composition, functional and aspectual property components in the particular layer only use to be composed. The framework is based on system aspectual decomposition of crosscutting concerns in operating system design and implementation. The framework consists of two frameworks: the Base Layer and the Application Layer Framework. A system aspectual property is implemented in the SystemAspect class, while a component of the system is implemented as a Component class. The framework uses PointCut, Precondition, and Advice. The AspectModerator class, where the point cut is defined, combines both system aspectual properties and components together at runtime. Pointcuts are defined collections of join points, where system aspectual properties will be altered and executed in the program flow. Every aspectual property can identify and implement preconditions. A precondition is defined a set of conditions or requirements that must hold in order that an aspect may be executed. Advice is a defined collection of methods for each aspectual property that should be executed at join points. Advice can be either before or after advice. Before advice can be implemented as blocking or non-blocking. Before advice is executed when the join point is reached, before the component is executed, if the precondition holds. After advice is executed after the component at the join point is executed. Every aspectual property will define advice methods. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the execution model of a pointcut in the framework based on inter-dependency and intra-dependency.

3.3 Level of Adaptability and Extensibility

One important aspect of the framework is that it can separate functional components and system property components (system and application depending on the layer of a framework). A client object calls the services from the servers through a proxy object, rather than having services called directly from a client object. Then the framework creates necessary objects and calls the appropriate system properties to perform a specific service. In other words, the framework is like a mixer that combines and coordinates the crosscutting concerns of a specific service. The rules are used to combine and coordinate a functional component (a service of the system) defined by the pointcuts. Thus, for a particular system or application, it can adapt the generic functional components or system property components defined in the framework. The framework supports adaptability and extensibility in either of two ways:

- Extensibility: Derive new components from the framework: They can be either functional components or system property components.
- Adaptability: Instantiate and compose existing classes: They can be either functional components or system property components.

4 Implementation of the Framework

The framework consists of four components comprising the architecture of the framework.

- Each functional object (component) provides its services (methods) stripped of any aspectual properties (for example, no synchronization is included in Buffer objects).
- A proxy object intercepts called methods and transfers the calls to the AspectModerator.
- An AspectModerator object consists of the rules and strategies needed to bind aspects at runtime. Aspects are selected from the AspectBank. The AspectModerator orders the execution of aspects. The order of execution can be static or dynamic. Then, each precondition will be checked whether it is satisfied or not.
- An AspectBank object consists of aspect objects that implement different policies of a variety of aspects.

This section presents the design and development of aspect-oriented framework. The model is presented to demonstrate horizontal composition of the framework. The system service must be implemented as a Component class. The system aspectual property (SystemAspect class) must be derived from the SystemAbstractAspect interface to implement the required behavior of a system aspectual property. A SystemAbstractAspectFactory consists of many system aspectual properties such as synchronization, tracing, logging, and reliability. The SystemAbstractAspectFactory, derived from the SystemAbstractAspectFactory interface, is known as an aspect bank. During runtime, each SystemAbstractAspectFactory
will be associated with one SystemAspect. The AspectModerator class must be derived from the AspectModerator interface to implement the required behavior. The following points are important about the aspect-oriented framework:

- A client object requests a service through a ProxyObject object of a framework.
- A functional component is implemented as a Component class without any aspectual property.
- A SystemAspectFactory object consists of various SystemAspect objects. A SystemAspect object is controlled by a SystemAspectFactory object.
- Each system aspectual property must be implemented as a SystemAspect object.
- Each crosscutting between Component object and a SystemAspect object must be defined in AspectModerator object as joinpoints in a Pointcut method.
- A client requests a service by sending a message to a ProxyObject object. The ProxyObject object changes the request to a specific pointcut method, and forwards it to the AspectModerator object.

The Proxy class is responsible for intercepting and forwarding the message sent from Client object to request a service. The Proxy class must implement the behavior of intercepting a service request. A client object of an aspect-oriented framework must request a service by calling the call() method. A call() method consists of at least two parameters: object name provided a service and a service requested to serve. The first parameter is of type string, and the second is type of string as well. The ProxyObject class will forward a request to the Component object by calling a PointCut() method. A PointCut() method must have the same number of parameters and the same parameter type as the call() method.

The SystemAspectFactor class must be derived from the SystemAspectFactoryAbstract interface to implement the required behavior. The AspectModerator class is responsible for composing the functional components and the system aspectual property into a service request. The AspectModerator class acts like a coordinator between functional components and system aspectual properties, when and where system aspectual properties will be composed into a functional component. The composition of system aspectual properties and functional components must be guided and defined as PointCut() method. Each PointCut() method must have at least two parameters: component name and service name (methods of the component) that will be composed. The first parameter is of type string, and the second is type of string as well.

5  Example of Implementation

To show and prove our approach, we present the producers-consumers example in C++ running on Window XP with multiprocessor.

The framework is promising the separation of system aspectual property, which is synchronization, from the component- FileBuffer class. The pointcut is defined the join point between FileBuffer component (functional component) and Synchronization property (system property) in the AspectModerator class. Adding the new system aspectual property, such as tracing aspect, only requires join point of the pointcut between Tracing aspect and the component in AspectModerator to be defined.

```
#ifndef Func_H
#define Func_H

class FileBuffer
{
   public:
      FileBuffer() { in = 0; out = 0;};
      int ReadFile();
      int WriteFile(const int &);
   protected:
      DWORD getThreadId()
      { return m_ThreadId; };  
      DWORD m_ThreadId;
      int iBuffer[20];
      int in;
      int out;
};

int FileBuffer::ReadFile()
{
   int value;
   value = iBuffer[out++];
   if (out==20) out = 0;
   return value;
}

int FileBuffer::WriteFile(const int &value)
{
   iBuffer[in++] = value;
   if (in == 20) in = 0;
}
```

Fig. 4 Implementation of Benchmark Problem

6  Conclusion

In this paper, we stressed the importance of the better separation of concerns within the context of an adaptable and extensible framework. We show how this technique could provide an alternative to system software design and implementation, and show how our approach can be achieved separation of crosscutting concerns of the system. Our work concentrates on the decomposition of
system properties crosscutting functional components in
the systems implementation of system software to
separate the crosscutting concerns.

```cpp
SynchronizationAspectOne::SynchronizationAspectOne()
{
    --- Initial values and queues ---
}

bool SynchronizationAspectOne::precondition
(const char * sFuncName)
{
    if ((char *) sFuncName == "GET") {
        return ((iBuffer > 0) && !no_put);
    } else if ((char *) sFuncName == "PUT") {
        return ((iBuffer < 20) && !no_put);
    } else return FALSE;
}

void SynchronizationAspectOne::before
(const char * sFuncName)
{
    BOOL bBlock = FALSE;
    if ((char *) sFuncName == "GET") {
        switch (precondition(sFuncName)) {
            case FALSE:
                WaitForSingleObject(cSemaphore, INFINITE);
                WaitForSingleObject(Mutex, INFINITE);
                break;
            case TRUE:
                WaitForSingleObject(Mutex, INFINITE);
                break;
        }
    } else if ((char *) sFuncName == "PUT") {
        switch (precondition(sFuncName)) {
            case FALSE:
                WaitForSingleObject(pSemaphore, INFINITE);
                WaitForSingleObject(Mutex, INFINITE);
                break;
            case TRUE:
                WaitForSingleObject(Mutex, INFINITE);
                no_put = TRUE;
                break;
        }
    }
}

void SynchronizationAspectOne::after
(const char * sFuncName)
{
    if ((char *) sFuncName == "GET") {
        iBuffer--;
        ReleaseMutex(Mutex);
    } else if ((char *) sFuncName == "PUT") {
        iBuffer++;
    }
}
```

Fig. 5 Implementation of Synchronization Property

Our design framework provides an adaptable model
that allows for open languages and our goal is to achieve
a better design and architectures where new system
property and components can be easily manageable and
added without invasive changes or modifications. The
framework approach is promising, as it seems to be able
to address a large number of system software and system
property components. The advantage of decomposing of
functional components and system property in every
layer is to promote reusability, adaptability,
manageability, and extensibility of both components and
system property in system software easier without
interfering each other. In the future, the framework will
be extended and demonstrated for distributed object
environment.
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